
 
FNAR 264: Art/Design/Digital Culture 
Professor Rivkin 
Spring 2017 

What is an Image: Project 1.2 - Meaning 
 

Due: January 30th at the beginning of class 
To Be Critiqued in class: 
One 12” x 12” Final Work, on one sheet, no border 
Six Studies: 4” x 4” (Seven Images total) on one sheet. ½ inch margin between studies. 
To Be Submitted online on Juno in the Course Folder: 
Two PDFs: one that includes the final, one that includes the six studies all on one grid.  
eg.  Rivkin_J_Project1_2Study.pdf and Rivkin_J_Project1_2Final.pdf 

 
Description 
Using Adobe Illustrator develop a street sign for a contemporary or future problem. These 
can range from issues relating to technology, climate change, affordable housing, 
educational systems, genetically modified organisms, etc. The sign should be within the 
same visual language as a street/highway sign. Do research to see where to draw 
parallels. (i.e., Drones Above, No Free Thinking, Body Modification Station) 

 
Consider the iteration process carefully. Rather than making six completely different sign 
studies - I suggest starting with two different ideas to start. The next two studies should 
build off of the first version - altering the compositions or refining the iconography are ways 
to build upon your first attempts. The last two studies should refine these concepts or signs 
even more. Your final image should be clear refinement of your previous images. 

 
Limitations 

1. Set file to RGB color space, 150 ppi 
2. The image should be black, white, and one color.  
3. The image should be within a larger framed sign (of any shape).  
4. Avoid film/television references  
5. Avoid signs about selfies. 
6. Please create all the vector graphics by hand, use the icon libraries listed below as a 

reference point. 
 
Resources 
https://thenounproject.com/ 
http://www.aiga.org/symbol-signs/ 
http://roundicons.com/ 
http://glyphsearch.com/ 
Examine street icon sets on Shutterstock.com  
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